
   

       

  Baby Gifts For Girls Basket 
 

£83.48 £75.14
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
The Baby Gifts For Girls Basket is the ideal new baby girl gift solution.
This pretty wicker gift basket is filled with gifts that will delight both
parents and baby, including organic baby girls clothing, and leading
brand quality baby girl toys.

  Details
 
The Baby Gifts For Girls Basket is from our 100% baby gifts range. For this gift design we have concentrated our thoughts completely on the
new baby girl, and incorporated in the gift design a collection of beautiful baby girl gifts which include high quality, organic baby clothes and
award winning toys for baby. We only use brand names in our baby gifts collection - as this ensures that you are sending baby gifts that are
trusted for it's quality. There are three items of baby girl clothing. The first is a gorgeous, 100% cotton baby girl bodysuit from Toby Tiger
Organics. The second is an adoreable baby girl T-Shirt from Kite Clothing. The third is very cute character Bib from Olive and Moss. Where
possible we try our best to incorporate baby clothing in sizes 3-6 months in our baby gifts collections, however we have a very wide selection,
so please contact us if you wish to request an alternative sizing. This lovely wicker gift basket also includes a couple of new baby toys for the
new baby girl which are guaranteed to be well loved - judging by the number of requests we have received over the last 20 years to replace the
teddy bear square comforter, that has been lost by the toddler who was gifted it as a newborn baby! The very cute pink teddy bear is a toy and
comfort blankie in one and is made by Suki Gifts, formerly known as the highly respected Russ Berrie toy company. This little gift will quickly
become a baby girls favourite bedtime companion. By contrast we have also included a bright and colourful developmental toy by Lamaze
Learning to help kick start motor skills and eye to hand co-ordination. This cute little Bear is the perfect size for clipping onto a newborn baby's
car seat, pram, or bouncy chair. The Baby Gifts For Girls Basket is giftwrapped and decorated in new baby gifts message ribbon, and
accompanied by a welcome baby girl greetings card for your personalised message. Baby Gifts For Girls Basket is the least expensive offering in
our 100% baby gifts collection, and has been thoughtfully designed with care and attention. At Basketsgalore we have been designing baby gifts
for 20 years, and as such we are confident that our Baby Gifts For Girls Basket will be very well received.

Additional Information
 
Contents Toby Tiger Organic Cotton Baby Girl Bodysuit Baby Girl Organic Cotton T Shirt by Kite Clothing Character

Applique Bib for Baby Girl by Olive and Moss Cozy Cuddles Teddy Bear Comfort Blankie by Suki Gifts
Lamaze Basha Bear Clip On Developmental Toy Small Wicker Gift Basket lined in fabric Gift wrapped and
decorated in ribbon Welcome Baby Girl Gift Card
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